Abstract. In this paper we present a metaheuristic procedure constructed for the special case of the Vehicle Routing Problem in which the demands of the clients can be split, i.e., any client can be serviced by more than one vehicle. The proposed algorithm, based on the scatter search methodology, produces a feasible solution using the minimum number of vehicles. The results obtained compare with the best results known up to date on a set of instances previously published in the literature.
Introduction
In this paper we consider a variant of the Vehicle Routing Problem (VRP) in which the demand of any client can be serviced by more than one vehicle, the Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem (SDVRP). This relaxation of the classical VRP was first proposed by Dror and Trudeau ( [9] and [10] ), who showed that important savings on the total solution cost could be obtained as well as a reduction in the total number of vehicles used in the solution by allowing clients to be serviced by more than one vehicle. They also showed that this problem is also NP-hard. The SDVRP has received great attention in the last years.
Mullaseril, Dror and Leung [18] studied the problem of distributing feed to cattle at a large livestock ranch in Arizona. They modelled this problem as an arc routing one (in fact, as a Capacitated Rural Postman Problem with split deliveries and time windows). The about 100.000 head of cattle are fed each day, within a specified time window, by six trucks that deliver feed to the large pens connected by a road network. Sometimes, the last pen on a route does not receive its full load and another truck, servicing a different route, has to visit it again in order to complete the load. The computational experiments showed that allowing split deliveries produced a significant reduction in the total distance travelled by the vehicles in most of the considered situations.
In 1998, Sierksma and Tijssen [19] presented another application. The problem was to schedule the helicopter flights from an airport near Amsterdam to 51 off-shore platforms in the North Sea in order to exchange the employees, which work every other week. A person leaving a platform is exchanged for another person arriving for working at the same platform. The helicopters have a fixed capacity and, because of fuel constraints, a maximum flying distance for each route. The problem was modelled as a Split Delivery Vehicle Routing Problem, in which the total number of exchanges at a given platform could be done by more than one helicopter.
More details about the above applications, as well as some comments on their resolution and results, can be found in the recent paper by Chen, Golden and Wasil [6] . Moreover, that paper also mentions another interesting application by Song, Lee and Kim [20] related to the distribution of newspapers from printing plants to agents in Seul (South Korea).
Dror, Laporte and Trudeau [8] proposed a branch and bound algorithm based on an integer and linear SDVRP formulation, to which several classes of new valid inequalities were added. The procedure was tested on three small instances up to 20 clients and varying client demands. The SDVRP was studied from a polyhedral point of view in [5] . Based on the partial description of the SDVRP polyhedron, the same authors implemented a branch and cut algorithm capable of solving some medium size instances up to 51 clients. The strengthened linear relaxation produces a good lower bound to the optimal solution value.
In their original work, Dror and Trudeau ( [9] , [10] ) propose a two stage procedure that first obtains a feasible VRP solution and then improves it using, among others, specific routines such as the route addition and k-split interchanges. The Route addition routine consists of creating a new route to service a client whose demand is split in several routes if the total distance is reduced. A k-split interchange considers a client i with demand d i and removes i from all the routes that service it. Then, the routine considers all subsets of routes having a "residual" capacity greater than d i and computes the total insertion cost of client i into all the routes of the subset. Finally, the subset leading to the least insertion cost is chosen and the interchange takes place. These basic but important procedures have also been used in successive heuristic and metaheuristic procedures later on. In order to test their algorithm, Dror and Trudeau selected three basic instances with 75, 115 and 150 clients, with randomly generated demands from six different scenarios, expressed as a fraction of the vehicle capacity. The same pattern has been used since then, so most of the published and available test instances are generated from known VRP instances, varying the demands of the clients. In two cases, as far as we know, other instances are proposed: in [3] some of the Solomon instances are used and in [6] the authors propose new and geometric instances. However the published computational results do not always allow an easy comparison.
In [11] , Frizzell and Giffin studied the SDVRP with time windows but on a special network (the clients are located on a grid) and proposed a constructive heuristic followed by some improvement procedures (1-0 exchanges and 1-1 interchanges) that will be described later.
A Tabu Search procedure was developed by Archetti, Hertz and Speranza [1] . It produces an initial feasible solution using the GENIUS algorithm for the TSP ( [12] ). In the Tabu Search phase moves are made according to two procedures: one orders the routes servicing client i according to the saving obtained by removing i, while the other looks for the "best neighbor" solution of the current one. In a final and improvement phase, GENIUS is applied to each individual route. A variant of this algorithm (SPLITABU) consists of applying 2-opt and node interchange procedures each time the best solution encountered so far is improved. This variant produces better results and is denoted as SPLTABU-DT.
Archetti, Savelsbergh and Speranza [4] use the above Tabu Search procedure to identify parts of the solution space that are likely to contain high quality solutions. Once a set of promising routes is selected, an integer program (a route-based formulation for the SDVRP) is run trying to obtain improved feasible solutions.
In a recent paper, Chen, Golden and Wasil [6] propose a procedure that first constructs a feasible VRP solution using the Clarke and Wright [7] savings algorithm. The solution of an integer program provides then the optimal reallocation of the endpoints of a route in order to maximize the total savings. The program is run for a maximum time of T seconds, with a given neighbour list for each endpoint that is a function of the number of endpoints, and the best feasible solution found is saved. Then, using the feasible solution as the initial one, a new program is run, with a larger size for the neighbour list and a smaller limit for the running time. To the final and best solution obtained, a variable length record-to-record travel algorithm [16] that considers 1-0 exchanges, 1-1 interchanges and 2-opt moves, is applied.
Before closing this introduction, we should mention some structural properties of the problem. In [9] Dror and Trudeau showed that "if the cost matrix satisfies the triangle inequality, then there exists an optimal solution to the SDVRP where no two routes have more than one client with a split demand in common". Archetti, Savelsbergh and Speranza ( [2] ) define by n i the number of vehicles servicing client i and by n i -1 the number of splits at client i. Then they show that when the cost matrix satisfies the triangle inequality there exists an optimal solution to the SDVRP where the total number of splits (the sum of the number of splits of every client) is less than the number of routes.
Moreover, Archetti, Savelsbergh and Speranza addressed in [3] the question: To split or not to split? They showed first that, assuming that all the distances among clients and the depot satisfy the triangle inequality, the ratio between the minimum number of routes required to satisfy the client demands in a VRP solution over the minimum number in a SDVRP solution is always less than or equal to 2. They also proved that this bound is tight. In what refers to the ratio between optimal solution values, the same authors showed in [2] that the same bound applies. So, allowing splitting the demands may produce important savings both in the total number of vehicles used and in the total solution cost, as already pointed out by Dror and Trudeau. Moreover, Archetti, Savelsbergh and Speranza conducted an empirical study of the last mentioned ratio, as a function of client's location and client's demand, concluding: Cost's reductions seem to be due to the ability to reduce the number of routes, without a dependence on client's locations, and mainly depend on the relation between mean demand and vehicle capacity and on the variance of the demands. They obtained the largest benefits when the mean demand is greater than half the vehicle capacity but less than three quarters of the vehicle capacity. Our own computational study also points to this direction.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2 the problem is defined and some notation is presented. Section 3 describes the main features of the proposed metaheuristic and in Section 4 we present the computational results. Conclusions and future work are summarized in Section 5.
Problem definition and notation
The Vehicle Routing Problem with Split Demands is defined on an undirected and complete graph G = (V, E), where V = {0,1,2,…n} is the set of vertices (vertex 0 denotes the depot and 1,…,n represent the set of clients). Each edge e = (i,j) has an associated cost or distance c e between clients i and j. Moreover, each vertex has a known demand d i (d 0 =0) and there is a fleet of identical vehicles of capacity Q located at the depot. A feasible solution consists of a set of routes, each one beginning and ending at the depot, such that:
• The demand of every client is satisfied, and • The sum of the demands serviced by any vehicle does not exceed its capacity Q The SDVRP version defined above is a very difficult problem that presents an outstanding characteristic that makes it different from the classical VRP: there is always a feasible solution using the minimum number of vehicles k. It is easy to see that this minimum number corresponds to the smallest integer greater than or equal to Σ i d i /Q. This is not always true if the demand of a client can not be split, since in this case the minimum number of vehicles corresponds to the optimal solution of a Bin Packing Problem.
To the usual and explicit objective of minimizing the total solution cost, we add the implicit one of minimizing the number of vehicles used in the solution. We consider that this is a very important objective, since in most of the practical applications involving several vehicles there is a fixed cost associated to each used vehicle. Moreover, the total fixed cost of a fleet is usually greater than the total and variable cost of a feasible solution. This variable cost usually depends on the total distance travelled by the fleet. Note that a term in the objective function penalizing the excess of vehicles could be added, or bicriteria techniques could also be taken into account, since it is possible in some instances to decrease the total cost by increasing the number of vehicles. Instead we propose a Scatter Search procedure, following the framework presented in [14] and [15] , which generates a population of feasible solutions with the minimum number of vehicles.
A Scatter Search Procedure
In this section we describe the main features of a Scatter Search procedure designed for the SDVRP. This is, as far as we know, the first time that such a technique is applied to this routing problem. Figure 1 presents a schematic summary of the overall procedure. The main characteristics and particularities introduced by the authors are briefly described in the next subsections. 
Creating a Population
We have adapted two standard VRP heuristic procedures to the split demands case in order to obtain SDVRP feasible solutions. The first one, called here Big Tour, uses the Lin and Kernighan [17] heuristic to build a giant tour through the n clients and the depot. From this tour it is always possible to obtain k routes and, thus, a feasible SDVRP solution: Let us first renumber the clients so that the TSP tour is 0-1-2-… -(n-1)-n-0. The first vehicle leaves the depot using edge (0,1) and services, successively, clients 1,2,… up to client i 1 for which the total demand serviced by this first route is at least equal to the vehicle's capacity. Client i 1 is either completely serviced or its demand is split between routes 1 and 2. In the first case, edges (i 1 ,0) and (0, i 1 +1) are added, corresponding to the last edge in route 1 and the first one in route 2. In the second case edge (i 1 ,0) is added twice and route 2 continues using edge (i 1 ,i 1 +1). The feasible solution finally obtained satisfies the two structural properties mentioned in the introduction, i.e., the total number of splits is less than the number of routes and any two routes have, at most, one client in common. We can take into account the difference between the total capacity k Q of the vehicles' fleet and the total demand of the clients and adjust the load in each vehicle to an average load so that the solution finally obtained uses k balanced (in terms of load) routes. In this way, we avoid obtaining a solution having k-1 routes with load Q and a last route with usually a very small load.
The same Big Tour is used to generate additional solutions, all of them following the same sequence of clients but starting each one at a different client, i.e., the second feasible solution (for instance) could use as the first edge in the first route edge (0, 2) and then edge (2, 3) and so on. The last edge in route k would then be edge (1, 0). However, in order to obtain solutions that differ substantially, the starting clients are selected in a nonconsecutive order.
The second procedure is a modified and accelerated version of the classical Clarke and Wright parallel savings algorithm [7] . According to this procedure, from an initial solution consisting of n return trips to each client, the best available saving, computed as s ij = c 0i + c 0j -λ c ij , is used to merge the single routes (0,i,0) and (0,j,0) into a new route (0,i,j,0) and the procedure is repeated until no merge is feasible, in terms of vehicle capacity, or there are no more available savings. For each client, its neighborhood is computed as the subset of its closest clients, and only these savings are calculated. We allow to split the demand of a client l only when the best available saving corresponds to merging a given route r with a return trip from client l and the total demand exceeds the vehicle capacity Q; in this case, part of the demand of client l is serviced in route r and we maintain a return trip from client l with the unsatisfied demand. In order to limit the complexity of the procedure, any client is serviced by, at most, two vehicles. This procedure does not guarantee a feasible solution using the minimum number of vehicles but in all our computational experiences, feasible solutions using k vehicles are obtained. In order to generate more than one solution, we prohibit half of the savings used in a solution when computing the next one. Savings are prohibited with probabilities directly proportional to the frequency of use of each saving in the previously generated solutions.
Finally, we have also implemented a sequential version of Clarke and Wright savings algorithm [7] in which routes are generated one after the other. Thus, the procedure has always just one active route which grows by adding new clients either to the first serviced client or to the last one (the two "endpoints" of the route). In this case, only the demand of the last client added to the route can be split, but the number of vehicles that may service this client is not limited. Savings are again computed, for a pair of clients i and j as s ij = c 0i + c 0j -λ c ij and, in both versions, different values of parameter λ are considered in order to diversify the solutions. We have chosen λ=1, 0.6 and 0.4.
We have tested the quality of the feasible solutions obtained by these three procedures on the set of test instances used in this paper, after applying to each feasible solution the improvement procedures described next. Table 1 shows the average values on 50 solutions obtained for each instance by the three constructive algorithms and Figure 2 summarizes 
Improving a Feasible Solution
A local search phase is applied to each solution in the original population in order to reduce its cost, if possible. We have implemented procedures for client moves, such as the 1-0 exchanges, tried first and consisting of shifting one client from one route to 8 Campos,V., Corberán, A., Mota, E.
another route, and 1-1 interchanges, consisting of interchanging one client from a route with another client in another route. These moves are applied to every non split client. We have also implemented two-split changes, that take a client out from every route visiting it and look for a pair of routes that, jointly, could service its demand (two-split changes are a particular case of the k-split changes, first introduced by Dror and Trudeau in [9] . Finally, 2-2 interchanges are checked. With them, we try to interchange one edge of a route with another from another route. When such improvements are no longer possible, the routes in the solution are re-optimized using a 2-opt procedure or the more complex Lin and Kernighan algorithm. The same procedures are applied to a feasible solution entering the reference set, as described in the next subsection.
The Reference Set
The P feasible solutions in the population are ordered according to the cost and b of them are selected to be in the reference set. One half corresponds to the best feasible solutions and the remaining solutions add the necessary diversity to this set, since they correspond to those solutions in the population that are the most different when compared to the best ones. As a measure of the difference between two solutions we compute the total number of edges in one solution but not in the other. Each pair of solutions in the reference set is combined to produce another solution that enters the set only when its cost is greater than the cost of the worst solution, which is eliminated. The overall procedure stops when, after every possible combination (one iteration), no new feasible solution enters in the reference set or a maximum number of iterations, previously fixed, is reached.
In our computational experiments, we have tested different population's sizes combined with the size of the Reference Set. As expected, solutions' quality improves as P and b increase, although at cost of greater computing times. Accordingly, we have chosen P=150 and b=25 as the final values for the computational experiences and comparisons.
The Combination Method
We have devised a procedure that captures the essential characteristics of a feasible SDVRP solution and tries to maintain those that could be satisfied by the good solutions. In order to do that, for each solution in the reference set we define a set of critical clients, consisting of:
1. all its split clients, 2. all the clients in routes with just 1 or 2 clients, 3. the client whose removal from a route produces the greatest saving cost, for each route with at least 3 clients, and finally 4. every client such that at least one among its three closest neighbours belongs to a different route.
When combining feasible solutions A and B in the reference set we consider, in turn, a critical client in A, in classes 1 to 3 above, and we move this client, thus modifying solution A, following the recommendation for this same client in solution B. If it is a split client in B, we consider that there is no recommendation and so we take the next critical client in A. If it is not, we consider its two adjacent clients, say α and β, in B and we locate these clients in solution A. If clients α and β are two consecutive clients in the same route in solution A, we understand that solution B recommends to insert the critical client between α and β; otherwise, the critical client is moved to the "best recommended" position, i.e., inserted after client α or inserted before client β. In order to simplify the combination procedure and since the moves already performed may produce a route overload, to move a client to an already unfeasible route is prohibited. Note that combining solutions B and A is also possible and produces a different combination.
When all the critical clients of A have been considered, the combination method has produced a new and maybe unfeasible solution because of the load in each route. A routine is then applied that considers some moves aimed at obtaining a feasible solution.
Each time a feasible solution is obtained as a combination of two solutions in the reference set, the improve procedures described in subsection 3.2 are applied. Once all the possible comparisons have been considered, if no new solution enters the reference set, instead of finishing the overall procedure at this moment, we augment the set of critical clients of each solution in the reference set by including those in case 4 above and we run all the possible combinations once again. The new neighborhood created for each solution replaces the usual rebuilding phase. If a feasible solution enters now the Reference Set, the procedure continues, otherwise we stop it. The procedure considers also the combinations already performed so that repetitions are avoided and only pairs of feasible solutions not yet considered are combined.
Computational Experiments
We present the results obtained by the Scatter Search procedure on a set of instances following the proposal made by Dror and Trudeau. We have repeated the generation parameters used by Archetti, Hertz and Speranza [1] so that the results can be compared.
The Instances
In order to test our algorithm, we have considered the same set of instances used by Archetti, Hertz and Speranza [1] . They generated the instances starting from the VRP problems 1 to 5, 11 and 12 taken from [13] , which have between 50 and 199 clients and satisfy the triangle inequality, and computed the demands of the customers in the following way. 
Computational Results
Computational results on the whole set of instances are shown in Table 4 in the Appendix, which compares the results obtained by the Scatter Search procedure with those obtained with two Tabu Search (TS) algorithms presented in [1] . Other characteristics of the feasible solutions are also included in the table. The first two columns show the instance name, which also indicates the number of clients, and the values of α and γ and thus, the corresponding interval where demands have been generated. Instances in the first seven rows have original demands (denoted by O.D.). Column 3 presents the best value (z) obtained by our Scatter Search procedure (SS). A value in bold indicates that this value is at least as good as all the ten values obtained by applying the SPLITABU and the SPLITABU-DT procedures ( [1] ). All the values have been obtained using as distance between clients i and j the cost c ij :
Column 4 indicates the number of vehicles in the feasible solution obtained (k), which corresponds always to the minimum number. Total time in seconds is presented in column 5 (T). The procedure was implemented in C and run on a PC Pentium IV, 1Gb Ram, CPU 2.40 GHz. The minimum solution value (zmin) among the five executions that each instance is run with SPLITABU and SPLITABU-DT is shown in columns 6 and 9, respectively. Similarly, columns 7 and 10 present the average solution value for the 5 runs (zmean). Columns 8 and 11 give the average times, in seconds of a PC Pentium IV, 256 Mb Ram, CPU 2.40 GHz. Finally, column 12 gives the number of vehicles in the feasible solution as presented in a previous version of [4] . Table 2 summarizes the results shown in Table 4 ; it gives the average number of vehicles used (k), the average solution cost (z) and the average computing time in seconds (t) on each subset of 7 instances grouped by a given interval of client's demand. Last row shows the addition of the average number of vehicles and average running times. Again, best average values are denoted in bold. Figure 3 illustrates the behavior of the three metaheuristics. Considering the original demands, the quality of the solutions obtained with the SS algorithm is better, although at a greater computational effort. Every solution uses the minimum number of vehicles. Note that the values obtained by the Scatter Search algorithm were produced maintaining all the parameters unchanged for all the instances and with only one execution per instance. The number of vehicles used is not available, (NA), for both TS methods on the second group of instances and the solutions obtained by the SS are also better than the best solutions obtained with the TS procedures. When the demand is generated in the interval (0.1Q, 0.3Q) the solution's quality is also better in the case of the SS algorithm. The number of vehicles in the solutions obtained with the Tabu Search procedures is no longer the minimum one and the difference reaches 3 vehicles in 2 out of 6 instances. On the instances with demands in (0.1Q, 0.5Q) the SS produce worst solutions than the best ones obtained in the 5 runs of the two TS procedures, although on average the behavior of the SS algorithm is still slightly better (see Table 2 ) and it uses 4.2 vehicles less on average. On the remaining instances, the SS solutions are worse than the ones obtained with the TS procedures. Clearly our algorithm does not perform well on this kind of instances with big demands. This could be explained by the fact that the SS algorithm is designed to find solutions with the minimum number of vehicles while the TS algorithms minimize the total distance traveled. Note that the solutions obtained with the TS methods always use a bigger number of vehicles that, in some cases increases up to 14 vehicles, as in instance p5-199 with demands in (0.1Q, 0.9Q).
Finally, comparisons on all the instances with the results presented in [4] and [6] were not possible since the instances and other significant details were not available to the authors. Though in [6] the general characteristics of the instances are maintained as in [1] , the instances themselves are different. However a comparison is possible among the SS, Tabu_DT and the Chen et al. algorithm on 6 of the instances with original demands. Results are summarized in Table 3 . Columns z and t show the solution value and the time used to obtain it in the case of the SS and the Chen et al.'s procedure. In the case of the Tabu-DT algorithm, column z shows the value of the best solution obtained in 5 executions of the algorithm, while t shows the average computing time. Times shown for the Chen et al.'s procedure are obtained in a slower machine (PC Pentium IV, 512 Mb Ram, CPU 1.70 Ghz). As it can be seen, the best results are obtained by the SS and the Chen et al.'s procedure, although this last method is faster than ours. Note however that a time limit is a parameter in that procedure and that greater CPU times were given to the algorithm in order to compare in [6] its results with the Tabu-DT procedure. Therefore, we have include in brackets the average CPU times, used in [6] for solving instances of similar sizes when the client's demands are generated in the range (0.1Q, 0.3Q). These average CPU times are the second best times given in [6] for the six scenarios considered.
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The first results obtained with the Scatter Search procedure indicate that it is able to obtain very good feasible solutions with the minimum number of vehicles within reasonable computing times. When the demands are well over half the capacity of the vehicle, the values of the solutions are not so good, because our procedure was not initially designed for these situations. The set of published and available instances is limited and quite small. In the future, we want to work on the elaboration of bigger test instances that will be publicly available and include some other refinements to the procedure. Among them, another generator of feasible solutions and more procedures to be applied to the unfeasible solutions produced in the combination phase.
